[1] The mean composition of mid-ocean ridge basalts (MORB) is determined using a global data set of major elements, trace elements, and isotopes compiled from new and previously published data. A global catalog of 771 ridge segments, including their mean depth, length, and spreading rate enables calculation of average compositions for each segment. Segment averages allow weighting by segment length and spreading rate and reduce the bias introduced by uneven sampling. A bootstrapping statistical technique provides rigorous error estimates. Based on the characteristics of the data, we suggest a revised nomenclature for MORB. "ALL MORB" is the total composition of the crust apart from back-arc basins, N-MORB the most likely basalt composition encountered along the ridge >500 km from hot spots, and D-MORB the depleted end-member. ALL MORB and N-MORB are substantially more enriched than early estimates of normal ridge basalts. The mean composition of back-arc spreading centers requires higher extents of melting and greater concentrations of fluid-mobile elements, reflecting the influence of water on back-arc petrogenesis. The average data permit a re-evaluation of several problems of global geochemistry. The K/U ratio reported here (12,340 AE 840) is in accord with previous estimates, much lower than the estimate of Arevalo et al. (2009) Nd ratio of ALL MORB and N-MORB provide constraints on the hypothesis that Earth has a non-chondritic primitive mantle. Either Earth is chondritic in Sm/Nd and the hypothesis is incorrect or MORB preferentially sample an enriched reservoir, requiring a large depleted reservoir in the deep mantle.
Introduction
[2] The global ocean ridge system stretches over 60,000 km, randomly sampling the mantle while producing 75% of Earth's volcanism [Crisp, 1984] and creating two thirds of Earth's crustal area. The mean composition of mid-ocean ridge basalts (MORB), therefore, provides insights into the composition of Earth's most extensive crustal reservoir as well as the best available constraint on the composition of the upper mantle. Comparisons of the mean compositions from different regions are useful to address questions regarding the relative contributions of mantle temperature, mantle heterogeneity, and spreading rate to erupted MORB compositions, and the importance of spreading rate to both melting and fractionation. [3] Early estimates of the average composition of MORB were calculated on a small number of samples [e.g., Hofmann, 1988; Sun and McDonough, 1989] . More recently, multiple groups have calculated averages using a more extensive set of compositions [Salters and Stracke, 2004; Rubin and Sinton, 2007; McDonough, 2010, hereafter referred to as AM, 2010] . These global studies, however, either averaged individual samples to estimate a mean composition [AM, 2010; Salters and Stracke, 2004] , a method prone to sampling bias, or averaged samples from 37 "ridge sections" to explore variations with spreading rate without addressing the question of the global average composition [Rubin and Sinton, 2007] .
[4] Su [2002] , in an unpublished Ph.D. thesis, adopted a different approach by determining averages for individual segments. His study was hampered, however, by the lack of ready digital access to global bathymetric data. Like Rubin and Sinton [2007] , Su [2002] released the segment averages and not the individual data, limiting future utility of the database. During the decade since his study, there has been a dramatic increase in the number of measured samples and particularly in the availability of ICP-MS trace element data, including some 1100 analyses from the Schilling (Kelley et al., 2013) and Langmuir laboratories (this study). [5] In this paper, we present an updated mean composition of MORB and its various chemical and regional sub-varieties, with the following improvements over previous work: (1) the definition of 771 individual ridge segments that constitute the global ocean ridge system, (2) assignment of each sample to its proper ridge segment, (3) checks for data quality and application of interlaboratory corrections for major elements, (4) presentation of individual analyses as well as each segment mean, (5) a rigorous error analysis of the mean compositions to establish meaningful uncertainties, and (6) a substantially enhanced data set including 1800 previously unpublished major element analyses and 1100 previously unpublished high-quality ICP-MS trace element analyses from every ocean basin. The following sections address the creation of the database, the calculation of averages and their errors, and some of the implications for the composition and origin of major Earth reservoirs. Perhaps most importantly, the carefully compiled database is published in its entirety so that other investigators may make full use of it.
2. Creating a Global MORB Database at the Segment Scale 2.1. Defining Ridge Segments [6] To calculate a global average based on segments, a global segment catalog is necessary. Ridges are segmented on a variety of length scales. At fast-spreading ridges, there can be "first-order" transform faults, or "second-order" non-transform offsets, or even "fourth-order" discontinuities that are slight "deviations from axial linearity" of the ridge axis that can also be chemical boundaries [Langmuir et al., 1986; Macdonald et al., 1991] . Such discrete ordering is less apparent, however, on slow and ultraslow spreading ridges. Accurate definition of segments in some regions is also hampered by bathymetry of widely varying quality ( Figure 1 ). Despite these complexities, using GeoMapApp (www.geomapapp.org), we defined 771 individual ridge segments, including back-arc spreading centers. The level of defined segmentation corresponds approximately to "second-order" segments, taking into account both ridge offsets and variations in axial depth along axis. Further details of the segment catalog will be found in a forthcoming manuscript (Langmuir, 2013) . Segments are labeled with an identifier consisting of four letters followed by numbers. For example, SWIR12 indicates that the segment is the twelfth segment along the Southwest Indian Ridge. The full catalog of ridge segments is provided in the Supporting Information. 1 [7] The total length of the global ridge system so defined is 60,864 km. The length of individual 1 All Supporting Information may be found in the online version of this article.
segments ranges from 6.6 to 375.8 km, with a median length of 66.7 km, and the mean segment depth ranges from 5382 m below sea level along the Mid-Cayman spreading center to 1025 m above sea level at Iceland. For 692 of the 771 ridge segments, spreading rate was calculated at the midpoint of each segment using the rotation poles and angular velocities from NUVEL-1A [DeMets et al., 1994] and the equations for relative motion on a plate boundary [e.g., Fowler, 2008] . Spreading rates for back-arc spreading centers and the Juan de Fuca ridge were calculated from NR-MORVEL56 [Argus et al., 2011] , which includes the plate motions of 31 additional small plates defined by Bird [2003] .
Major Elements
[8] Major element compositions were compiled from several sources, including PetDB [Lehnert et al., 2000] , GeoROC (for sub-aerial Iceland sample data), and previously unpublished data. Data were downloaded from PetDB on 15 March 2010 with the only requirement that at least one major element oxide be reported. This resulted in an initial database of 36,734 glass and whole rock samples. From this compilation, samples from land outcrops (e.g., data from the Palisades Sill are included in PetDB) as well as Deep Sea Drilling Project (DSDP) and Ocean Drilling Program (ODP) samples were eliminated. Over 1800 previously unpublished analyses and 5512 analyses for Iceland from GeoRoc were added to the database. The updated compilation contained 33,695 samples. The paragraphs below outline the sequence of steps taken to eliminate questionable or inapplicable analyses and retain only the highest-quality data.
(1) Sample location. To assign each MORB sample to the appropriate segment, a polygon was defined around each segment, using a width of [Cannat et al., 1999; Escartin et al., 2001] . (B) A region of the Central Indian Ridge (14 -16 S) where only satellite bathymetry is publicly available. Both regions are shown at approximately the same scale. Segment selection is easier along sections of the ridge for which high-quality bathymetry is available.
10 km on either side of the segment axis. Any sample outside a polygon was excluded. In cases where samples appeared to be mislocated in PetDB (e.g., in Mexico), locations were corrected using original references. The segment assignment for each sample may be found in the Supporting Information. [9] The total number of glass analyses in the final major element data set is 12,527. For the >1800 new analyses being released with this study, major elements were collected by either DCP (direct current plasma) or EMP (electron microprobe) in the Langmuir laboratories at Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory and Harvard University. DCP protocol followed that described by Klein et al. [1991] , and EMP techniques are described in Gale et al. [2011] .
Trace Elements and Isotopes
[10] On 11 January 2011, we downloaded analyses from PetDB of 23,713 samples with at least one trace element measured. These data were then merged with extensive previously unpublished ICP-MS trace element data from Schilling (Kelley et al., 2013 ), Langmuir's laboratory, and two Ph.D. theses [Bézos, 2003; Standish, 2005] , as well as analyses on Iceland samples from GeoROC. Some published trace element data sets absent in PetDB were also included, such as Sun et al. [2003 Sun et al. [ , 2008 . Samples were then eliminated that either (a) were outside a segment polygon; (b) had a PetDB "Rock" classification of plutonic, metamorphic, or ultramafic; (c) did not have at least one of the following elements: Ba, Be, Ce, Co, Cr, Cs, Cu, Dy, Er, Eu, Ga, Gd, Hf, Ho, La, Li, Lu, Mn, Mo, Nb, Nd, Ni, Pb, Pr, Rb, Sc, Sm, Sn, Sr, Ta, Tb, Th, Ti, Tl, U, V, W, Y, Yb, Zn, and Zr. The final trace element data compilation was then assembled as follows:
(1) Eliminating duplicates. Many of the previously unpublished Schilling (Kelley et al., 2013) and Langmuir ICP-MS data are on samples for which non-ICP-MS data have already been published in PetDB. To eliminate duplicates, all sample names were converted to the "PetDB" format (e.g., EN026 16D-1 in Schilling's file became END0026-016-001). In the case of duplicate Sample ID and material, if one analysis was by ICP-MS and the other was not, we eliminated the non-ICP-MS analysis. For identical samples with non-ICP-MS analyses, trace element data by all techniques were merged. In the case of multiple ICP-MS analyses on the same sample, Langmuir laboratory data were retained if available; otherwise the most recent data were kept.
[11] For 1516 samples (758 duplicate pairs), the same Sample ID had both whole rock and glass analyses.
Where whole rock data were entirely redundant (i.e., every trace element analyzed in the whole rock was also analyzed in the glass), the glass analysis was used. Where there was incomplete overlap, the whole rock and glass data were merged if the trace elements in common had abundances within 5%. Where the major or trace elements indicated differences too large to justify merging the analyses, only the highest-quality trace element analysis was used. Determination of quality was based on analytical method, using the protocol adopted by PetDB. [14] Late in the progress of this study, Jenner and O'Neill [2012] released 600 LA-ICP-MS trace element analyses on basaltic glasses from the Smithsonian collection. Of their 600 analyses, only 253 are located in our segment polygons; the database was augmented by their analyses (n = 116) for ridge segments that otherwise had no trace element data. The remaining analyses (n = 137) were not included, as there was already excellent coverage for those segments.
[15] Figure 3 shows the location of samples with trace element data in this study (red circles) compared with the location of samples with trace element data in the recent AM [2010] study (yellow circles). While the new data set is more inclusive almost everywhere, it greatly improves coverage of the Reykanes and Kolbeinsey sections of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, the Central Indian Ridge, Pacific-Antarctic Ridge, Afar, Gakkel Ridge, and back-arc basins, and it excludes off-axis samples.
[16] For samples in the trace element database, existing Sr, Nd, Pb, and Hf isotopic data were added, including both published data and previously unpublished values from Schilling's laboratory (Kelley et al., 2013) . A quality check to remove obvious typos and outliers led to elimination of very few data.
Calculation of Average Compositions
[17] Calculation of an "average" composition of ocean ridge basalts is complicated by a number of factors including uneven sampling, skewed distributions, and whether or not to include hot-spot-influenced or back-arc basalts. In the following sections, we address the various challenges that are associated with determining an average composition.
Uneven Sampling
[18] Certain regions of the ridge have been preferentially sampled, with obvious implications for a globally representative average composition. We address this issue by using segment average values. Even a segment average, however, can be nonrepresentative when one location has dozens of analyses, often from a flow of uniform composition, and another location has only a single analysis. Major element segment averages, therefore, are based on location average values within a segment. For the best-sampled case of the 9 N segment of the EPR (EPRR29), 641 unique sample locations were used to arrive at a segment mean. For certain other segments, a single sample location was used. Using location and segment means greatly reduces the bias introduced by uneven sampling.
[19] For trace elements, there are additional challenges. While multiple analyses of samples from the same location are much less common, there is the problem of incomplete trace element data, such as Ba data on six samples and Cs data on only three of those samples. If the three samples lacking Cs data were chemically distinct, the mean Cs would not be as representative as the mean Ba, possibly resulting in a Ba/Cs ratio for that segment that deviates from that in the natural samples. This concern is reduced by the use of mostly ICP-MS data in our compilation, for which chemical analyses are much more complete, but data gaps do exist. [20] One option for dealing with such data gaps is to estimate the missing data using canonical relationships between analog elements and to then calculate a segment average that includes the estimated values. This option may result in more reasonable trace element ratios for each segment, but it requires the creation of synthetic data and assumptions about analog elements. A second option is to only consider samples with complete trace element data. However, this requirement would eliminate 82% of the samples with trace element analyses in our database, severely restricting global data coverage. A third option, and the one adopted by this study, is to accept the data gaps and calculate a trace element segment average using all available samples that contain data for a particular element. The appeal of this approach is [Ryan et al., 2009]. that no synthetic data are created and no assumptions are required. Furthermore, we demonstrate below that the data gaps do not strongly influence the global and regional mean compositions. It must be noted, however, that a consequence of this third option is that trace element ratios for an individual segment may be compromised.
[21] For isotopes, the isotopic ratio of each sample must be weighted by its elemental concentration in order to arrive at meaningful isotopic ratios for each segment. Nd of the ith sample from the segment, Nd i is the concentration of the ith sample, and the sum is over the N samples from the segment. Segment average values for major elements (n = 465), trace elements (n = 455), and isotopic ratios (n=308) are provided in the Supporting Information.
Skewed Distributions and Arithmetic Versus Log-Normal Means
[22] The concentrations of highly incompatible trace elements such as Ba, Th, U, and Nb in ocean ridge basalts can span many orders of magnitude and have positively skewed distributions, a characteristic shared by the segment means ( Figure 4a ). Moderately incompatible elements are less skewed but still not Gaussian (Figure 4b ).
[23] Positively skewed distributions can be converted to Gaussian distributions by taking the logarithm of the variable [e.g., see AM, 2010], producing a "log-normal" distribution. The arithmetic mean (the mean) and the mean of the log-normal distribution (geometric mean) differ (Figure 4a ). The log-normal mean approximates the median value of the distribution and is less influenced by the few high concentrations. The arithmetic mean gives the actual composition of the global ocean crust, answering the question, "What is the concentration of a given element in the ocean crust reservoir?" The log-normal mean addresses the different question, "What is the typical concentration of a given element in ridge basalts?," providing the most common basalt composition within the entire sample population.
Calculation of the Arithmetic Mean
[24] The mean composition was calculated using the segment mean values weighted by both segment length and spreading rate. The contribution of a long, fast-spreading ridge segment to the total ocean crust budget per unit time is larger than the contribution of a short, ultraslow spreading segment. The ability to weight by spreading rate and length is another utility of the "segment means" approach, since such weighting is impossible with individual samples absent segment information.
[25] The mean for isotopic ratios requires an additional step. For the global averages of isotopic ratios, each segment must be weighted by concentration in addition to spreading rate and length. A difficulty is that often the average segment concentration of, for example, Nd is calculated from many more samples than have measured Nd isotopic ratios. If the average Nd concentration of the samples with measured isotopes differs from the average Nd concentration of all the samples, then weighting using the segment concentrations may be invalid. This turns out not to be a problem as there is no difference between (1) weighting the segment isotopic ratio by the segment element concentration (and spreading rate and length) ( Nd M = 0.513073). The mean isotopic ratios reported in this paper are calculated using the first method.
Calculation of the Log-Normal Mean
[26] Spreading rate should not be a factor in calculating the typical composition erupted along the length of the ridge system. (Spreading rate would come into play to estimate the typical basalt composition of the entire ocean basin.) Segment length still matters, however, as samples from longer segments are more frequently encountered than those from shorter segments. Therefore, the lognormal means include weighting by segment length but not spreading rate. [27] In order to estimate a 95% confidence interval on the distribution of a particular element, we converted the trace element content of each segment of ridge into the trace element content of each kilometer of ridge (for which data exist) using the segment means and segment length. Using these data, the log-normal mean and 2s standard deviation (95% confidence interval) were determined and are reported in Tables 1 and 2 .
Physical Interpretation of Standard Deviations
[28] Standard deviations for skewed distributions cannot be used to estimate confidence intervals. For example, the mean AE 2s standard deviations for Ba reported by Su [2002] (36.2 AE 84.8) and AM [2010] (34.3 AE 98) are clearly non-physical, implying negative concentrations. To estimate a confidence interval on the data distribution, the standard deviation of the log-normal distribution (which is Gaussian) can be used instead, as discussed in the preceding section.
[29] A more important parameter is the confidence interval on the mean. For example, a key question is whether or not the silicate Earth is chondritic [e.g., Jackson and Carlson, 2012, and references therein] . The mean composition of the ocean crust can provide important constraints on this question but only if the uncertainty on the mean is well determined. For this, the standard deviation of the mean (standard deviation/√n -) is applicable, even for skewed distributions [e.g., Devore and Peck, 2005] .
[30] An approach to the standard deviation of the mean that provides flexible use of weighting factors, however, is the statistical bootstrapping technique. Bootstrapping re-samples the entire population randomly, allowing some data (segments) to be counted more than once and some not at all. For example, for 428 segments with Ba data, bootstrapping randomly selects a new combination of 428 segments with replacement (allowing repeats). Each random selection of 428 segments is counted as one trial, and the mean of those randomly picked segments is calculated. Bootstrapping makes the assumption that the distribution of the true population is reasonably approximated by the distribution of the subsample (i.e., that the histogram shape of the 428 segments with data is similar to that of all 771 segments). It does not matter whether the distribution is Gaussian or not. Given that the database includes ridge segments from the full range of spreading rates and ridge depths, from plume-influenced and nonplume-influenced regions, and from back-arc spreading centers, it is reasonable to assume that the distribution of the existing subsample approximates that of the true population.
[31] For the assessment of errors on the mean and log-normal means, 1000 bootstrapping trials were carried out for each element. The distribution of those means then quantifies the uncertainty on the mean values ( Figure 5 ). Tables 1 and 2 provide the average compositions and 95% confidence intervals. This permits statements such as the following: (1) the mean composition of Ba in the ocean crust is 29.2 ppm AE3.8, (2) the typical value of Ba in ocean crust is 23.1 ppm AE2.7, and (3) 95% of ocean crust segment means have between 3.9 and 160.3 ppm Ba. Note that the 95% envelope in (3) is highly asymmetric around the mean.
Trace Element Data Gaps and Trace Element Ratios
[32] Trace element data gaps among segments could influence mean values. For example, 454
segments have Nd data, while only 154 segments have Be data. If there were 454 segments with Be data, would the reported mean change significantly? To explore this issue, the variations in the means for 18 trace elements with data from more than 427 segments were calculated by randomly selecting data from 154 segments. These data were then bootstrapped to determine the errors on the mean. Not surprisingly, the uncertainties on the means for the elements increase when bootstrapping from a smaller sample size. For all 18 elements, however, the original mean (calculated from 400+ segments) was captured within the mean AE2s calculated by bootstrapping with only 154 segments. Therefore, while the reported mean for Be is less well determined, it is likely that the actual mean is captured within the 95% confidence interval.
[33] Note that because of the differences in data coverage between Be and Nd, the Be/Nd ratio calculated from the mean concentrations is not necessarily the Be/Nd ratio seen in natural lavas. Calculating ratios using segment averages requires propagating the errors on the individual elements to be sure to encompass the true ratio, resulting in large uncertainties. A more careful treatment of ratios, described below, can narrow these errors considerably.
[34] To determine more accurate trace element ratios, only segments that have data for both elements of the ratio were used. For example, 302 segments have both Rb and Cs data-fewer than the number This mean composition is calculated using all possible ridge segments except back-arc spreading centers. Both the arithmetic and log-normal means are provided with confidence intervals; the arithmetic mean (bold font) is our preferred ALL MORB composition. The upper and lower bounds bracket the composition of 95% of the sampled ridge length. Column "n" indicates the number of segments used to determine the global mean compositions. PARR2 was omitted when calculating the global Sm/Nd, Ce/Pb, Zr/Sm, and Y/Ho ratios. CHIL27 was omitted during the calculation of the Rb/Cs ratio. MARR251, EPRR30, FIJI3, FIJI6, SWIR 66, GALA15 and EPRR22 were omitted during calculation of global the Y/Ho ratio. Isotopic ratios have been weighted by concentration in addition to spreading rate and length (see text for details).
b Mean weighted by spreading rate and length. spot. BAB contains the average composition of segments from back-arc spreading centers. For all three classifications, both the arithmetic and log-normal means are presented with confidence intervals, and the column labeled "n" indicates the number of segments used to determine the global mean compositions. Upper and lower bound as described in of segments with Rb (416) and Cs (307). To calculate the Rb/Cs ratio, the 302 segments were bootstrapped to calculate the mean Rb and mean Cs, and the means divided to determine the ratio. The mean and uncertainty of the 1000 bootstrapped Rb/Cs ratios provide confidence intervals for that trace element ratio. In the case of Rb/Cs, the % error on the ratio is less than the % error on the mean Cs concentration. This holds true for many other calculated ratios. The fact that the error is smaller on the ratio than on the concentration demonstrates that accurate errors on the ratio cannot be propagated directly from errors on the individual trace element concentrations. The number of segments used in the ratio calculations is provided with each reported ratio in Tables 1 and 2 .
A Proposed New Nomenclature for MORB
[35] A heritage for naming MORB compositions derives from early work that hypothesized a uniform, depleted upper mantle punctuated by enriched hot spots, with transitional zones in between [e.g. Schilling and Winchester, 1966; Schilling, 1975] . Within this framework, N-MORB ("Normal MORB") were depleted MORB taken to represent the uniform, depleted upper mantle and occurring at mean depths of some 2600 m, E-MORB were enriched MORB associated with hot spots and their positive bathymetric anomalies, and T-MORB were transitional MORB occurring on hot spot margins [e.g., Sun et al., 1979] . This original concept remains in the way many think about ocean ridges and the upper mantle, and is entrenched in the literature. It is also reflected in the pervasive attitude that enriched compositions should be excluded when considering variations in the "normal" portion of the MORB population.
[36] It is now evident that this view of MORB does not accurately reflect reality. Relatively enriched MORB are not uncommon far from hot spots, and some hot spot margins are quite depleted. The more comprehensive view of MORB in this study leads us to suggest a new vocabulary for MORB compositions that more accurately reflects the global data distribution.
[37] We suggest the term "ALL MORB" as the mean composition of the basaltic portion of the ocean crust excluding back-arc basins. This mean, which represents the concentration of elements in the zero age ocean crust reservoir, is also the best proxy from which to infer the total composition of the upper mantle. The preferred ALL MORB composition is calculated with plumes and without back arcs, since plumes contribute to the upper mantle composition, and back arcs may simply be a "pass through" of subduction zone components. To accommodate the diverse points of view of others who may prefer a different averaging choice, we also present values calculated with and without back-arc and plume-influenced segments.
[38] We suggest that the term "N-MORB" should accurately reflect the word "normal" and be used to refer to the most likely basalt composition encountered along the global ridge system distant from hot spots. Such a composition is represented by the lognormal mean of segments more than 500 km from plumes (332/419 segments, excluding back arcs).
(Note that "N-MORB" is distinguished from the ALL NORMAL MORB average by being a log-normal rather than arithmetic mean.) This definition is the largest change from current usage. The term "N-MORB" has traditionally been used for a highly depleted composition, considered to be "normal." As shown in this work, normal MORB is not highly depleted, so the association between the words "normal" and "highly depleted" needs to be broken.
[39] A term is also needed for the most highly depleted MORB ("D-MORB"), though they are not representative of the ocean crust or upper mantle composition, nor are they the most common MORB encountered away from hot spots. The presented D-MORB composition is the log-normal mean of segments with La/Sm N < 0.8 (normalized to primitive mantle) [Sun and McDonough, 1989] , excluding back arcs (225/419 segments).
[40] It is also useful to have a clear definition of "E-MORB." We define it as the log-normal mean of segments with La/Sm N > 1.5 (38/419 segments, excluding back arcs).
Presentation of MORB Average Compositions
[41] This section presents the new "ALL MORB," N-MORB, D-MORB, and E-MORB compositions and compares them to previous literature values.
The "ALL MORB" Average
[42] The "ALL MORB" composition, our preferred composition for the ocean crust reservoir, is presented in bold in Table 1 . This average includes plumes and excludes back arcs. Back arcs are an important component of the ocean ridge system, but the distinctive geochemical signature they contain [e.g., Langmuir et al., 2006, and references therein] directly reflects proximity to a fluid flux from the slab, limited to~<100 km from the volcanic front of the arc. This fluid flux does not seem to contribute to the overall upper mantle composition, as no heterogeneity far from a subduction zone inherits this signature. In contrast, mantle plumes are solid-state additions to the upper mantle, can have effects that extend over 1000 km or more, and do mix into the upper mantle and contribute to its overall composition.
[43] Table 2 provides several alternative compositions: "ALL MORB PLUS BAB," which includes all segments utilized by "ALL MORB" plus backarc spreading centers, and "ALL NORMAL MORB," which excludes both back-arc basins and any segment within 500 km of the hot spots identified by Courtillot et al. [2003] . These averages are remarkably similar to one another. For trace elements more compatible than Pr, there is no difference between the three different compositions, indicating that the average concentration of the moderately incompatible elements in ocean crust can be estimated with great confidence. For elements more incompatible than Pr (Pb, Ce, La, Ta, Nb, U, Th, Ba, Rb, and Cs), there are variations consistent with the different components of the averages, although they overlap within error with the exception of Cs. ALL NORMAL MORB is~15% lower in incompatible element concentration than ALL MORB,
showing that the plume influence acts to enrich only the most incompatible elements. ALL MORB is nearly identical to ALL MORB PLUS BAB except for Pb, Ba, Rb, and Cs-fluid-mobile elements that are known to be enriched in many back-arc basins relative to open-ocean MORB. Therefore, ALL MORB PLUS BAB has lower Ce/Pb, Rb/Cs, and Ba/Cs ratios. Ba/Rb shows no difference between ALL MORB and ALL MORB PLUS BAB, perhaps suggesting a uniform contribution of Ba and Rb from the back-arcbasin signal.
[44] It is of interest to compare the new MORB averages with earlier estimates (Figure 6 ). The original calculations of average MORB by Hofmann [1988] and Sun and McDonough [1989] are far more depleted in highly incompatible elements than ALL MORB. For elements more compatible than Sr, however, the Hofmann [1988] estimate tracks the new estimate well.
[45] Su [2002] , using an approach similar to this paper, showed for the first time a calculation of average MORB that was much more enriched in the highly incompatible elements. AM [2010] provide a log-normal mean as their preferred estimate (cf. Table 2 because ALL MORB excludes BAB segments.
[46] The arithmetic mean of AM [2010] , the "All Segments" average of Su [2002] , and ALL MORB presented here are quite similar, differing by an average of only 13% (Figure 6b ). ALL MORB is slightly less enriched in highly incompatible elements and more enriched in moderately incompatible elements, reflecting the spreading rate weighting that gives more weight to Pacific MORB. The similarities of the values, however, suggest that average MORB is now well established to be more enriched than the traditional concept of N-MORB. The methodology here, with segment length and spreading rate weighting factors and meaningful confidence estimates on the average values, should provide the most reliable estimate of average MORB (ALL MORB) to date.
Normal MORB versus Depleted MORB
[47] The significant change from previous results and usage is the new N-MORB composition, calculated as the log-normal mean (typical value) of segments more than 500 km from plumes. It is more enriched than earlier N-MORB estimates that were calculated using chemical, rather than distancefrom-hot spot, criteria [Hofmann, 1988; Sun and McDonough, 1989; AM, 2010] . Indeed for the highly incompatible elements, N-MORB in Table 3 is a factor of 3 more enriched than the N-MORB estimate by Sun and McDonough [1989] ( Figure 7 ). The N-MORB estimate from Hofmann [1988] is the most similar to the new N-MORB composition but is still depleted in the most highly incompatible elements and enriched in the middleto-heavy rare earth elements (REE) relative to the new values.
[48] The previous literature values for N-MORB better represent the depleted end of the MORB compositional spectrum or D-MORB (Figure 7) . This was first shown by Salters and Stracke [2004] , as their estimate of D-MORB is similar to (and slightly more enriched than) the N-MORB of Sun and McDonough [1989] . The new D-MORB composition (Table 3) , however, is even more enriched relative to the N-MORB value of Sun and McDonough [1989] , demonstrating the extreme depletion in this early N-MORB estimate. The new D-MORB composition is quite similar to the "N-MORB" composition of AM [2010] . [49] In view of these results, it is evident that the N-MORB compositions entrenched in the literature are too depleted to accurately represent "normal MORB." The normal MORB composition calculated here is the most typical basalt composition erupted far from hot spots, truly "normal."
Plume-Influenced MORB versus E-MORB
[50] That N-MORB presented here is more enriched than previous estimates, even when plume segments have been eliminated, is indicative of a fundamental characteristic of the ridge system: enriched MORB are not necessarily near plumes. While this fact has been known from some of the earliest work on MORB [Kay et al., 1970; Allan et al., 1989; Langmuir et al., 1986; Donnelly et al., 2004; Cousens et al., 1995; Niu et al., 1999] , the concept of a depleted upper mantle similar to previous N-MORB estimates remains ingrained. This is reflected, for example, in the common practice of normalizing trace element data to the Sun and McDonough [1989] N-MORB composition.
[51] To more fully explore whether plume influence is the preponderant enriched signal along ridges, we can investigate "plume segments" within 200 km of the hot spots tabulated by Courtillot et al. [2003] and compare them with other segments far from hot spots. The only hot-spot-influenced segments that meet this rather stringent criterion are near Jan Mayen, Iceland, Azores, Ascension, and Juan de Fuca/Cobb.
[52] The five hot spots have remarkable diversity in chemical influence (Figure 8a ). For example, E-MORB segments (La/Sm N > 1.5) occur far more than 200 km away from Jan Mayen and the Azores. In contrast, none of the segments near Ascension and Juan de Fuca/Cobb are E-MORB segments. Near Iceland, the most robust hot spot, only one of the six proximal segments is also an E-MORB segment. An additional complexity is the number of E-MORB segments that do not have such close proximity to plumes, especially along the MAR and SWIR. This observation becomes even more robust when one considers individual samples with La/Sm N > 1.5 (Figure 8b ), as E-MORB then appear in greater number along the EPR and SEIR. It is clear, then, that while most plumes are enriched and produce a recognizable signal on nearby ridge segments, there is not a simple and universal relationship between plume segments and enriched segments, and vice versa.
[53] The lack of clear correspondence between plume-influenced segments and E-MORB segments leads to a notable difference between their mean chemistry. Figure 9 compares the log-normal composition of E-MORB segments defined using the La/Sm N classification scheme described above, with E-MORB segments defined by proximity to a hot spot (composition given in the Supporting Information). Given that plumes do not always lead to enriched ridge segments, it is no surprise that plume segments are significantly less enriched (e.g., Ba = 56 ppm)
than true E-MORB segments with La/Sm N > 1.5 (Ba = 125 ppm). Since enriched segments are not necessarily plume segments, E-MORB are best defined using the chemical definition, of La/ Sm N >1.5, rather than a spatial definition relative to hot spot locations. [Sun and McDonough, 1989] trace element patterns of the three global MORB compositions calculated in this study (ALL MORB, ALL MORB PLUS BAB, ALL NORMAL MORB), shown with shading indicating the 95% confidence interval on each mean composition. Note that the compositions are indistinguishable from each other in all elements more compatible than Pr. The ALL MORB PLUS BAB pattern is similar to the ALL MORB pattern except for pronounced peaks in the elements Cs, Rb, Ba, and Pb. These are fluid-mobile elements that are enhanced in back-arc basin basalts, as evidenced by the trace element pattern of BAB only. The ALL NORMAL MORB composition, calculated on segments >500 km away from hot spots [Courtillot et al., 2003] , is~15% depleted in the highly incompatible elements relative to the ALL MORB pattern. This shows the enriching effect of plumes on the highly incompatible element composition of nearby ridge basalts. (B) Comparison of the global averages in this study (shown in gray shading) to other estimates in the literature. Note the similarity between the All Segments average of Su [2002] and the global MORB true mean estimate of AM [2010] . These two estimates are the most similar to the new global MORB compositions reported here, although slightly more enriched in highly incompatible elements and more depleted in moderately incompatible elements. The N-MORB estimates of Hofmann [1988] and Sun and McDonough [1989] , and the log-normal estimate of AM [2010] are far more depleted than the global MORB compositions estimated in this study.
Back-arc Basins
[54] The back-arc basin (BAB) average includes data from the Lau (including new ICP-MS data), Manus, Marianas, Scotia, and Woodlark basins ( In all three cases, the composition is calculated using the log-normal mean, weighted by segment length. N-MORB includes all possible segments except back-arc spreading centers and segments located <500 km from a hot spot. It is identical to the log-normal mean provided for ALL NORMAL MORB in Table 2 . D-MORB is calculated using segments that have La/Sm N < 0.8, excluding back-arc spreading centers, and E-MORB is calculated using segments with La/Sm N > 1.5, excluding back-arc spreading centers. The column labeled "n" indicates the number of segments used to determine the global mean compositions.
b Tm value (in italics) extrapolated from the Er and Yb values.
arcs, with an important influence of H 2 O that differs from open ocean ridges [Langmuir et al., 2006] . Water affects the extent of melting [e.g., Burnham and Davis, 1974; Hirth and Kohlstedt, 1996; Gaetani and Grove, 1998 ], the saturation of phases during fractionation, and the delivery of fluid-mobile incompatible elements [Asimow et al., 2004] . Many of these effects are apparent in the average BAB major and trace element compositions.
BAB Major Elements
[55] In comparison with the ALL MORB average, the BAB average has distinctly lower MgO and TiO 2 and higher SiO 2 and K 2 O ( [56] The onset of plagioclase crystallization is delayed in hydrous conditions, which could account partially for the higher Al 2 O 3 and lower FeO and TiO 2 contents in BAB [Asimow et al., 2004] . Langmuir et al. [2006] showed, however, that the low FeO and TiO 2 persist in BAB data even when the delayed plagioclase effect is taken into account, result jng instead from greater extents of melting at low pressures caused by the higher water contents [Langmuir et al., 2006] . Therein lies a fundamental distinction between BAB and open-ocean MORB: the relationship between H 2 O and extent of melting (F). In the mid-ocean ridge environment, water acts to decrease the mean F of the melting regime; in BAB, water increases F [Langmuir et al., 2006] . As we show below, the trace elements are also consistent with the interpretation that BAB basalts have been derived by higher F.
BAB Trace Elements
[57] Two main features of the average trace element composition of BAB are (1) the distinctly low concentrations of moderately incompatible trace elements and (2) the pronounced peaks in certain trace elements, deviating sharply from the global MORB Figure 7 . Trace element patterns of the E-MORB, N-MORB, and D-MORB (enriched, normal, and depleted MORB) compositions reported in this study, compared with earlier estimates. The E-MORB pattern is characterized by a strong enrichment in the highly incompatible elements and a depletion in the middle to heavy REE, crossing over the REE patterns of the N-and D-MORB. The N-MORB in this study, calculated as the log-normal mean (most typical value) of segments >500 km from a plume, is more enriched than previously suggested; other published values for N-MORB better approximate D-MORB. Note that the N-MORB of Sun and McDonough [1989] , however, is even more depleted than the new estimate for D-MORB.
trend (Figure 6a ). The 20% lower concentrations of moderately incompatible trace elements in BAB compared to global MORB are especially noteworthy because BAB basalts are more fractionated than MORB, which would tend to increase trace element concentrations. As with TiO 2 , the lower concentrations of moderately incompatible trace elements are consistent with higher average extents of melting at BAB. Some source depletion of the BAB source is also indicated, however, by low Zr/Sm, Zr/Hf, and Y/Yb ratios in BAB relative to MORB. Pronounced peaks in fluid-mobile elements Cs, Rb, Ba, U, Pb, and Sr also are evident in the BAB pattern.
[58] The marked differences in trace element concentrations lead to distinct trace element ratios in BAB basalts relative to global MORB-high Ba/Th and low Nb/U, Ce/Pb, and Th/U. There is interesting structure even within the fluid-mobile element ratios; Ba/Cs and Rb/Cs are low, but Ba/Rb is indistinguishable from global MORB. It appears therefore that Cs is delivered preferentially by the fluid component affecting BAB and that Ba and Rb have similar fluid mobility. Using similar reasoning, high K/U in BAB suggests that K is more fluid mobile than U. The observed pattern of fluid-mobile element enrichment is very similar to the "wet component" calculated independently by Bézos et al. [2009] for the Lau basin.
Geochemical Implications
[59] The data presented here permit a large number of global and regional geochemical issues to be addressed. For example, there are indications that the Indian Ocean has some distinctive chemical features, such as low Ce/Pb ratios [Rehkamper and Hofmann, 1997] . Is this a basin-wide phenomenon or does it have within-basin boundaries? Are there truly basin-scale compositional variations that are distinctive? What is the true influence of spreading rate on MORB compositions [e.g., Rubin and Sinton, 2007] ? Is there any correspondence between isotopically defined provinces such as the Dupal anomaly [Hart, 1984] and major and trace element differences? Addressing many such questions is beyond the scope of this paper, but the raw data in the database and the segment averages will permit these and many other questions to be more definitively considered. Here we turn to two problems of significance for global Earth modelsthe question of the K/U ratio of the mantle and the implications of the new average compositions for whether the silicate Earth has a chondritic Sm/Nd ratio or instead is significantly depleted (higher Sm/ Nd) relative to chondrites [Boyet and Carlson, 2005] .
K/U Ratio
[60] The K/U ratio places powerful constraints on Earth's heat budget and noble gas abundances [Lassiter, 2004; Albarede, 1998; Davies, 1999; Jochum et al., 1983] . A reliable estimate of the average K/U of MORB constrains the K/U of the upper mantle because K and U behave similarly during partial melting and crystal fractionation [e.g., Hofmann et al., 1986] .
[61] Our best estimate (Table 1) for the K/U ratio of MORB is 12,340 AE 810 (back arcs excluded). This value is calculated by dividing global segment average K by global segment average U concentrations. The bootstrapping approach described in section 3.3 uses 1000 trials to provide an estimate of uncertainty. As with all trace element ratios reported in this paper, only ridge segments for which both K and U are available were used to determine the global K/U ratio. This estimate is nearly identical to the early estimate by Jochum et al. [1983] (K/U = 12,700 AE 200).
[62] This method for calculating trace element ratios yields a different result than if we had instead averaged the individual K/U ratios of all segments or samples, since in the calculation above, a segment with the same K/U but a higher overall concentration has a larger weighting on the mean K/U ratio. Averaging ratios is appropriate to address the question, "What is the average K/U of basalts erupting at ridges?" To constrain the MORB reservoir ratio, it is necessary to account for the variable concentrations of each element. Calculating MORB K/U using average(K)/ average(U) instead of average (K/U) properly accounts for the effects of variable segment concentrations on the global ratios while eliminating the need for extremely precise K/U ratios on depleted samples. . Primitive mantle-normalized [Sun and McDonough, 1989] trace element patterns for the E-MORB composition defined in this study (using La/Sm N >1.5) as well as a variant on this E-MORB classification, using hot spot proximity (<200 km) instead. Note that the "plume segment" E-MORB is less enriched than the chemically defined E-MORB. Also shown for comparison are the N-MORB and ALL MORB compositions determined in this study. [63] Of course, the K and U concentrations reflect both the mantle source and the extent of melting, but source variations are far more important. The mean extent of melting differs between segments by a factor of 2-3 [e.g., Klein and Langmuir, 1987] , which will affect K and U concentrations by at most a factor of 3. Since global variations in segment-average K are a factor of 100 and in segment-average U a factor of 200, the K and U abundances are much more strongly controlled by mantle source variations than by extent of melting. Therefore, weighting the K/U ratio by K and U concentrations is justified.
[64] A possible criticism of the ratios reported here is that most of the K data were measured by electron microprobe, which is not particularly precise at low K concentrations unless great care is taken in the analysis. It is therefore necessary to investigate the validity of the EMP K data.
[65] In order to assess the errors that might be associated with reliance on EMP data, 373 analyses from the Langmuir laboratory for which K was measured by both high precision (either DCP or solution ICP-MS) and lower precision (EMP) can be compared. The data come from several regions, including the East Pacific Rise, the Gakkel Ridge, and the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. Figure 10a demonstrates that K determined by EMP and by ICP or DCP are consistent (with the exception of four analyses). Moreover, the same regional trends in K versus U are captured using both DCP or ICP K data and EMP K data (Figure 10b ). This consistency is confirmed by a comparison of segment averages. For the 23 segments for which K has been measured by both DCP or ICP and EMP, the DCP-ICP and EMP-based K segment averages agree to better than 9% in all but four cases (Figure 10c ). The largest deviation is a 27% offset for a highly depleted segment with ICP K 2 O of 0.08 wt.% and EMP K 2 O of 0.1 wt. %.
[66] Another concern could be that there can be large errors on ratios for segments with low concentration samples measured by EMP. However, ratios based on low concentrations have a very low weighting in the overall calculation, because by taking average (K)/average (U), a segment with 0.3 wt.% K is 15 times more important than a segment with 0.02 wt.% K. Therefore, the K/U average of this paper is robust and not a result of EMP data being less precise.
[67] We emphasize these points because of the large difference between the value calculated in this paper and that reported recently by Arevalo et al. This effect is particularly important because high K/ U ratios in the AML [2009] data set are found largely in samples with low U concentrations ( Figure 11 ). Using average (K/U) gives a large weighting to these samples. In this respect, it is noteworthy that isotope dilution data on individual samples from Jochum et al. [1983] are offset from the AML [2009] data at low U concentrations, hovering around a K/U ratio of~12,500. More work is needed to clarify the K/U ratios of very low U samples. (Figure 12b ). Assigning 5% weight Sm, and these data imply that the accessible silicate Earth is depleted in incompatible elements relative to chondrites. In this case, either (1) the Earth had a nonchondritic Sm/Nd ratio from the beginning or (2) the Earth underwent an early differentiation event that created a high Sm/Nd "Early Depleted Reservoir (EDR)" and a low Sm/Nd "Early Enriched Reservoir" [Carlson and Boyet, 2008] . [70] If the enriched reservoir is never sampled or otherwise lost, then the "predecessor to all modern terrestrial mantle reservoirs" is a non-chondritic, relatively depleted "primitive mantle," or EDR [Jackson and Carlson, 2011] Nd for the "primitive mantle" or bulk silicate Earth of 0.5130 AE 0.0001 [Jackson and Carlson, 2012] .
[71] An alternative explanation is that the 142 Nd excess is caused by nucleosynthetic anomalies. Ranen and Jacobsen [2006] suggested that the difference between chondrites and terrestrial rocks is related to incomplete mixing in the solar nebula and not to the decay of 146 Sm. This position has been challenged, however Sharma, 2006, 2007; Carlson et al., 2007; Qin et al., 2011] .
[72] The mean composition of the ocean crust has an important bearing on these fundamental questions about Earth composition, because ocean ridge basalts provide by far the most voluminous sampling of the upper mantle and the best constraints on its composition. In order to preserve the paradigm of a complementary relationship between continental crust and upper mantle: (1) MORB mantle should be more depleted than the proposed depleted bulk silicate Earth in both Sm/Nd and 143 Nd/ 144 Nd. (2) There should be a reasonable mass balance and isotopic evolution relating MORB mantle and continental crust to the bulk silicate Earth composition. [73] To address these predictions, we consider the average Sm/Nd and 143 Nd/ 144 Nd ratios for global MORB, without any weighting by spreading rate. The rationale is that ridges sample mantle directly beneath them, so the average mantle composition (in contrast to the average crustal composition) is the average composition sampled along the length of the ridge system. For example, if the East Pacific Rise slowed in spreading rate by a factor of two, it would still be sampling the same mantle and have the same source Sm/Nd and 143 Nd/ 144 Nd.
[74] A complexity in comparing the Sm/Nd ratio in MORB to the estimated Sm/Nd ratio for the depleted silicate Earth model is that the MORB Sm/Nd must be inverted to the Sm/Nd ratio of the mantle source to correct for the effects of partial melting. We estimate mantle source Sm/ Nd assuming a non-modal batch melting (similar results to pooled fractional melting) using the mineralogy, p-and d-values in Gale et al. [2011] . The likely range of average extent of melting for MORB is between 8 and 15% [e.g., Klein and Langmuir, 1987] . By 15% melting, the MORB Sm/ Nd ratio is within 2% of the source ratio. ALL MORB Sm/Nd is 0.319AE0.005, and the inverted source has Sm/Nd < 0.34. Remarkably, the estimates for the Sm/Nd ratio of the depleted silicate Earth model are between 0.342 and 0.352 (4.2-7.2% higher than chondrites), substantially more depleted than global MORB, and similar to the inverted global MORB mantle source.
[75] Even for MORB from "normal segments" more than 500 km from any known hot spot, the mean Sm/Nd ratio = 0.325AE0.0046, and the inverted mantle source again overlaps the proposed silicate Earth composition. These results are not dependent on the particular methodology of this paper. The Sm/Nd ratio of global MORB in Su [2002] is 0.328, and the global mean and log-normal mean Sm/Nd ratios in AM [2010] are 0.32 and 0.332, respectively. All studies concur that the current MORB mantle source in terms of Sm/Nd ratio overlaps the estimate for the non-chondritic primitive mantle.
[76] One important caveat is that this simple inversion does not take into account melting complexities of the MORB source. For example, low-degree melts below the dry mantle solidus may contribute a substantial portion of the incompatible element budget and fractionate Sm from Nd more effectively. This might raise the Sm/Nd of the mantle source slightly. Salters and Stracke [2004] , with filters to exclude most plume-influenced segments, is also within the range of "EDR primitive mantle." [78] The conclusion, then, is that the current MORBsource mantle overlaps the composition of the new estimated EDR. If MORB can be considered a representative sample of the upper mantle, then upper mantle = EDR. In this case, there is no possibility of a complementary relationship between continental crust and oceanic upper mantle.
[79] There are two possible solutions to this paradox. The first and simplest is that Earth is chondritic in its Sm/Nd composition. A second possibility is that there exists a more depleted mantle reservoir than is represented by simple inversion of average MORB. One way this could occur is if mantle melting beneath ridges preferentially samples enriched heterogeneities. Then the actual source would be more depleted than the sampled source. One difficulty with this option is that it requires melt segregation without mantle equilibration even when the total amount of [1983] samples. That K/U changes with concentration suggests that higher concentration samples should be weighted more strongly when estimating the MORB source K/U ratio.
melting is large, and it is not clear that this can occur. A further uncertainty is that the un-sampled portions of the mantle would be very depleted, and their low concentrations might not contribute significantly to the total mantle composition.
[80] Alternatively, it is possible that the mantle sampled by ocean ridges is more enriched than the "intermediate mantle," the region between the upper mantle sampled by ridges and the deep mantle likely sampled by plumes ( Figure 13 ). As noted by Phipps Morgan and co-workers [Phipps Morgan and Morgan, 1999; Yamamoto et al., 2007, and references therein], plumes may traverse the mantle to be added to the uppermost mantle. Since mantle plumes are enriched, and may traverse the intermediate mantle without mixing, they would preferentially add enriched materials to the upper mantle. Ridges would sample this relatively enriched mantle. Crust created at ridges would then be processed at subduction zones, where continental crust would be created, leading to a relatively depleted recycled crust relative to the upper mantle composition. This depleted, recycled crust would preferentially accumulate in the intermediate mantle, leading to a deep depleted reservoir. The mantle would then have a three layer structure, enriched material at the core/ mantle boundary, an intermediate mantle that was depleted, and an only slightly depleted upper mantle. The extra depleted reservoir would be in the mantle at intermediate depths that would be undersampled by ridges.
[81] The simplest solution would be for Earth to be chondritic. Otherwise, it is necessary to postulate a ubiquitous disequilibrium melting process or another reservoir that is little sampled either by plumes or ridges. 
Conclusions
[82] This paper presents the most comprehensive compilation of MORB to date, including a detailed catalog of 771 global ridge segments, a major element database that has been interlaboratory bias corrected and re-normalized, and a predominantly ICP-MS trace element database manually checked for data quality with some 1100 newly published analyses. By calculating segment averages, issues with uneven sample distribution are mitigated, and both segment length and spreading rate can be weighted while calculating the mean global MORB compositions.
[83] Meaningful uncertainties are provided using the bootstrapping statistical technique that enables 95% confidence intervals to be placed on mean concentrations and ratios. These approaches provide the most reliable and quantitative estimates of the mean composition of the ocean crust and a new classification of MORB. ALL MORB reflects the true mean composition of the zero age ocean crust apart from back-arc basins. N-MORB is the most likely composition encountered away from hot spots and back-arc basins. This definition of N-MORB differs from the widely used, highly depleted values that are not representative of ocean crust even far from hot spots. These global averages are significantly enriched relative to previous estimates. The concept of a highly depleted "normal ocean crust" should be abandoned.
[84] Two additional chemical classifications are also useful: D-MORB is the depleted end member of the MORB population. E-MORB is not well defined geographically as segments close to plumes, since some of these segments are not enriched. A chemical definition is the mean of all segments with La/Sm N > 1.5.
[85] BAB basalts show enhanced Cs, Rb, Ba, U, Pb, and Sr, evidence of the "wet" arc component that delivers these fluid-mobile elements. They also possess noticeably lower mean concentrations of the moderately incompatible elements, demonstrating that the increased water at BAB also leads to higher extents of melting [Langmuir et al., 2006] . [86] The new global database permits a quantitative assessment of major geochemical problems associated with Earth composition and evolution. Two examples are:
(1) The K/U ratio of MORB, and by extension the MORB-source mantle, is~13,000. The recent estimate of 19,000 by Arevalo et al. [2009] is unsubstantiated by the current study, and Figure 13 . Cartoon illustrating one of the potential solutions to the paradox that the mean upper mantle composition equals the bulk silicate Earth composition proposed by Jackson and Carlson [2012] . Enriched reservoirs at the core mantle boundary give rise to plumes that ascend without interaction through the intermediate mantle. Low-degree melts also preferentially transport incompatible elements upwards. Both processes tend to enrich the upper mantle composition. Crust formed at ocean ridges samples this composition and is then recycled at subduction zones. There, continent extraction as well as possible extraction of deep, low-degree melts from the slab depletes the slab relative to the upper mantle. Nd of MORB (even when excluding segments within 500 km of hot spots) overlaps those estimated for the "non-chondritic primitive mantle" [e.g., Jackson and Carlson, 2012] . A MORBsource mantle that is equivalent to the non-chondritic primitive mantle creates serious mass-balance issues for the silicate Earth, since continent extraction would somehow not have led to mantle depletion. Solutions are that Earth is chondritic or that MORB somehow sample a reservoir that is more enriched than most of the mantle.
